Performing DNA and protein database similarity searches with programs such as BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) is an important part of almost all molecular biology research projects. The massive growth of the DNA and protein databases, due to numerous large scale genome sequencing projects, has resulted in the need to search these databases on a frequent and regular schedule. Performing such searches with large numbers of proteins is very time consuming, but often, the most tedious part of this procedure is the organization and analysis of the results. It may be straightforward to recognize a novel hit in the database if there were previously no significant matches to the query, however, if a search usually of 30 related proteins it is much more difficult to recognize the presence of new family members. The presence of a common motif, such as an epidermal growth factor-like domain, in a protein further complicates this problem. In these situations it becomes very difficult and time consuming to find new matches to a query sequence and human error is likely to result in important matches being missed.
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Since we routinely search the protein database with all proteins from seven poxvirus genomes (160-260 proteins each), we wanted an easy-to-use computer program to automate database searching with a large number of queries and which would also screen the results * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
for new database matches. Existing programs such as DBWatcher (http://www-igbmc.u-strasbg.fr/BioInfo/ LocalDoc/DBWatcher/), Sequence Alerting System (http://www.bork.embl-heidelberg.de/Alerting/) SwissShop (http://www.expasy.ch/swiss-shop/), DoubleTwist (http://www.DoubleTwist.com), and SEALS (http: //www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Walker/SEALS/index.html) did not meet our needs. The WWW-based programs are not suited to using very large numbers of queries and continuity of the service is a concern. DBWatcher did not work with the latest BLAST server and SEALS was overly complex. Another requirement was to have the results organized and displayed on the WWW for collaborators to view. We therefore developed a user-friendly dedicated program called BLAST Search Updater (BSU) that does not require installation of complex software packages. The most important features of BSU are: (1) it can run BLAST searches on a large number of protein or DNA sequences; (2) it compares the results of each search with previously performed searches and creates a difference (delta) file containing the alignments of the query to new database hits; (3) it organizes all of the result and delta files into an easily accessible WWW-based table, and (4) it emails the delta files to specified address(es).
BSU is a Perl script and uses Blastcl3 (ftp://ncbi.nlm. nih.gov/blast/network/), a BLAST client, to perform searches at NCBI. It has been successfully tested with IRIX 6.2 (SGI Octane) and with the LINUX operating system (Intel Pentium III processor (Figure 1; INDIR) and places result files (HTML format) in a separate directory (Figure 1; OUTDIR) , details of the 6) containing the lists of database hits, if present from a previous database search, are copied into memory; (f) BSU reads each result file and creates a new temporary file containing a list of database hits; (g) BSU compares each temporary file with the information from the old file (stored in memory, if it existed) to determine if the query has produced any new database hits since the last time BSU was run; (h) A delta file (HTML format) is created for each query sequence that matches new hits in the database; (i) BSU concatenates the delta files into a mail.html file; and (j) sends it to email addresses specified in the BSU script. BSU creates an index.html file in the OUTDIR that provides WWW links to the protein sequences, result files and delta files.
intermediate steps are shown in Figure 1 . A number of BLAST search options can be used in BSU by modifying the Perl script section that controls the command line that is generated to run Blastcl3. After running all the database searches, BSU generates the index.html file with links for local viewing or for viewing over the Internet. The WWW viewable format makes it easy to share the results with all lab members or distant collaborators. Alternatively, a large group of email addresses could be added into the BSU script itself. If security of data is an issue, most WWW servers permit directories to be protected by password or IP number. The BSU script is only 21 kb in size and it is simplest to use multiple copies to run different sets of query sequences with appropriate INDIR and OUTDIR names and addresses for email specified in each BSU script. BSU can be altered to use a local copy of Blastall if required.
Batch files sent to NCBI by Blastcl3 are given a low priority, but several hundred searches can be easily performed overnight. If searches are performed regularly, then one can limit searches to the monthly database by changing a variable in the BSU script (see README file).
BSU is simple to set up and use and should allow molecular biologists to make much better use of the DNA and protein databases because it saves a significant amount of time by automating the process of setting up multiple database searches and most importantly by screening the database search result files for new hits. Problems of human error that can easily occur when a large number of search files must be examined for new database hits are also avoided.
